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Prediction of deformations by means of finite element computation and stress 
path testing technique

Prediction des deformations par la methode des elements finits et par le suévi du chemin des 
contraintes principales

H.Kilic & S.Yildirim — Yildiz Technical University, 80750, Istanbul, Turkey

ABSTRACT: As a first step in this investigation the deformations o f foundation layers underneath different sections o f Alibey Dam, 
were predicted by means of numerical analysis. The foundation soil was modelled by using plain-strain finite element method and 
stress-strain-cousolidation behaviour was calculated by means of coupled analyses utilising Plaxis programme developed for such 
problems. In the second step, the vertical and lateral effective stresses predicted from the first step were used in stress path application 
o f the experimental work in the laboratory. Block samples were brought to the predicted initial field stress conditions in an extended 
type o f Rowe Cell. The triaxial test specimens prepared from these blocks were tested under anisotropic stress increments allowing 
consolidation periods in accordance with the field conditions. In five sections (B22, B18, B23, B24 and B9 axis) considering two dif
ferent depths in each, the vertical strains predicted from numerical analyses, experimental work and the field measurements were 
compared and found to be in good aggrement.

RÉSUMÉ: Pour le premier pas de recherche on a étudié par des analyses numériques les déformations des couches de terrain qui se 
situent en dessous des diverses sections du barrage cT Alibey. Le sol de la fondation a été representé en faisant usage de la methode 
des elements finis et du comportement contrainte déformation calculé à 1’ aide du programme Plaxis developpé pour ce problème. 
Dans F étape suivante on a reperé les contraintes effectives verticales et horizontales déterminées par la première étape, pour F essai 
durant lequel on a determiné les traces des contraintes dans les conditions du laboratoire. Les échantillons de sols ont été apportés, 
dans une cellule Rowe allongée, aux conditions initiales presumées du sol dans le terrain. Les échantillons d ’ essai triaxial préparés à 
F aide de ces blocs ont été testés sous des charges anisotropes et grandissantes permettant des périodes de consolidation simulant les 
conditions naturelles du terrain. Dans cing coupes (B22, B18,B23,B24,B9) considérant 2 profondeurs différentes pour chaque section; 
on a comparé les déformations trouvées à F aide du calcul numérique avec celles mesureés pendant Fessai au laboratoire et celles me- 
sureés sur le terrain. Les valeurs ainsi compareés ont été toutes trouvées compatibles.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fills constructed over soft soil deposits which require the deter
mination of deformation behaviour o f the foundation soil occupy 
an important place within geotechnical practice. Such a require
ment can not be solely based upon the parameters determined be
fore the design, since such parameters change depending on area, 
intensity, speed and the waiting period of the loading. The im
provement o f computer programmes utilising finite element 
techniques enabled the modelling o f difficult soil behaviour 
more closely to reality. In these analyses, non-linear stress-strain 
behaviour and changes in the geometry and soil parameters can 
be transferred to the finite element soil model. However, this ap
proach may not provide an entirely satisfactory prediction of the 
response o f soft clays in field loading situations and therefore 
stress-deformation-consolidation behaviour determined by 
means o f numerical analysis should be controlled with the field 
measurements and laboratory modelling.

Folkes and Crooks (1985) developed a method based upon 
field enstrumentation in order to predict the behaviour o f soft 
foundation soil beneath an earth embankment. In this method the 
prediction of the total stresses in order to find the effective 
stresses is made by considering an ideal elastic-isotropic envi
ronment and pore pressures are found by a piezometer placed in 
the region where the stress path is searched. Qiiiicioglu and 
Togrol (1991) proposed a method in which the Cam-Clay theory 
is used in staged loading. This method considers plastic behav
iour o f normally consolidated clays based upon effective stress 
analysis, but it is assumed that the consolidation period continues 
until the completion o f full consolidation in each step, hi both 
methods the behaviour over the symmetrical axis could be pre
dicted and field measurements are required which limit the usage 
in practice. The field instrumentation placed in the foundation

soil during tlie construction lose functioning, is also generally 
expensive and the time for complete pore pressure dissipation is 
long. The use of numerical analysis appears to be more attractive 
in predicting long-term behaviour.

In this study the deformations o f the foundation soil o f Alibey 
Dam have been analysed by means o f finite element technique 
and laboratory stress path technique. Since the stress changes 
due to the fill construction could not be measured in the field, the 
effective stresses predicted by means o f numerical analysis were 
used in the laboratory element tests. For this purpose the foun
dation soil o f the dam were modelled under plain strain condi
tions and the stress defonnation-consolidation behaviour was 
predicted using coupled analysis. The numerical modelling was 
given in Kill? and Yildinm (2000b). Using the parameters ob
tained from the results o f field and laboratory measurements, 
good agreements with the field deformation measurements were 
found in the numerical analysis.

Alibey Dam constructed on the Alibey river is an earth filled 
dam. The dam axis and surroundings are on a flat valley having a 
width of 300 m. Greywacke bedstones are overlain by thick 
aluvviyal deposits reaching a thickness o f 30-33 m at the valley 
talveg. The alluvium with different index values can be divided 
into 4 zones: yellow clay, green clay, blackish clay and clayey 
silty gravel layers. The water level is aproximately 1.5 m below 
ground level. A detailed soil investigation programme was un
dertaken in order to provide sufficient safety against undrained 
failure as well as to control the soil deformations during the fill
ing activity. Soil behaviour along the B22 and B24 axis on the 
upstream cofferdam were observed and the construction in ac
cordance with these data enabled the completion o f the dam 
safely within 15 years from 1968 to 1983. Field measurements 
continued 25 years after the completion of the dam. The layout, 
geometry and technical details o f the dam are given in Ozaydin
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Figure 1. Embankment and the foundation soil cross section and location o f  settlement plate and stress path test elements.

e t  all. (1996,1998), Ozfoban (1997), K ilif (2000). Kill? and 
Yildirun (2000a) present soil parameters used in the numerical 
analysis. Figure 1 shows a section of the fill together with the 
foundation soil, locations of settlement plates as well as the lo
cations o f the soil specimens on which stress path tests were per
formed.

2 DETERMINATION OF DEFORMATIONS BY MEANS OF 
STRESS PATH TECHNIQUE

The stress path method described by Lambe (1967) as useful ap
proach to stability and deformation problems in soil mechanics. 
During a laboratory test on a soil sample or a mass o f soil in the 
field, soil experiences its state o f stress. A stress path gives a 
continuous representation o f stress changes at a given point. 
Soils in genera] are not elastic materials and their behaviour in- 
situ depends on many factors, (e.g. the way o f  change, history of 
loading). The stress path approach requires triaxial element tests 
on representative samples on which the estimated stress changes 
are imposed. Although the problems in attempting to use this 
method are obvious, nevertheless it is considered a very useful 
tool in assessing the relevance o f the numerical models o f the 
soil structures. The effective stress path at a considered point is 
a function o f the effective initial stresses and the vertical compo
nent can be readily estimated using densities and water level, hi 
some cases, like the case discussed in this study, construction of 
fill on soft soils requires staged loading allowing strength gain in 
order to ensure stability for the subsequent loading stage. Main
tenance o f the total stress for some time causes partial pore water 
dissipation and results in effective stress change. This is illus
trated in Figure 2.

pore pressure and the following step is imposed before the full 
dissipation of pore pressures created by the previous loading. In
stead of continous representation o f the coinpenent o f the total 
stresses at a given point, the effective stress components pre
dicted from the numerical analysis are imposed on the soil 
specimen under undrained conditions first, then the samples 
were allowed for full consolidation. At the end of the consolida
tion period it was accepted that the soil specimens were under 
similar effective stresses with those of die location represented 
where partial dissipation o f pore pressures occurred. The total 
vertical displacements (Uy) were measured in each stage and 
vertical strains (c) could be calculated for the point under con
sideration. The strains thus predicted were simply multiplied by 
the thickness of the layer (L) in order to predict total setdement 
(p) o f that layer.

2.2. Soil properties used in the laboratory tests

Laboratory tests were conducted on the disturbed samples ob
tained from the green and blackish clay layers having a thickness 
o f 10-15 m and 6 -11 m respectively, since good quality undis
turbed samples could not be taken during the field investigation. 
The standart Rowe Cell having a diameter o f 25 cm and a height 
of 10  cm was extended in order to produce so-called “recon
structed” block samples having a height of, 13-17 cm. The green 
clay sample, representing - 1.0  m elevation and the blackish clay 
-12.50 in elevation in the Geld, were first mixed with water up to 
1.25 times their liquid limit then filled into the Rowe Cell and 
loaded up to vertical stresses which had been estimated for the 
initial effective stress in the field. After full consolidation o f the 
samples they were taken out and cut with cheese-wire for the tri
axial testing programme. Details o f the preparation, maintenance 
and stress history are given in K1I19 (20 0 0 ).

2.1. Laboratory Work

A series o f laboratory testing programmes were undertaken in 
order to predict the deformations o f the Alibey Dam at certain 
sections. As described above, the present case required testing 
o f the representative samples under staged anisotropic loading- 
consolidation conditions as oudined in Head (1998). In the field 
it is known that a construction step is followed by an increase in

2.3 Test results

As the soil samples were placed after trimming, the degree of
saturation was controlled and found to be between %92-%97.
The steps applied to the samples are as fallows.
1. The samples were first consolidated under the initial geo

logical effective vertical and lateral stresses prevailing in 
the field compensating any changes that could result during 
the preparation period.

2. After the initial anizotropic consolidation, vertical and lat
eral effective stresses were estimated from die numerical 
analysis .'it the beginning of the next stage-that is the after 
partial 'lissipation o f the pore pressures resulted from the 
previous loading stage in field were applied to the speci
mens. It was assumed that loads had been imposed under 
undrained conditions in the field then the drainage took 
place. Therefore in the laboratory tests the vertical and lat
eral effective stresses were first applied under undrained 
conditions afterwards the drainage was allowed. The same 
procedure was also adopted in the numerical analysis. Pore 
pressures and vertical deformations created in the samples
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were first measured during the undrained period of the tests 
and drainage was only allowed when they came to equilib
rium conditions.

3. W ater escaped from the specimen was measured and the 
vertical displacements noted at the end of the consolidation 
period. The effective vertical and lateral stresses estimated 
from the numerical analysis are given in Kiliç and Yildinm 
(20 0 0 b)

4. The numerical analyses were performed in 7 steps, which 
were in accordance with the field loading programme.

5. Each test was completed aproximately within 25-45 days. 
Undrained period of each loading stage varied between 3-5 
days and conr.olidation period 2 A  days.

2.4 Evaluation o f  test results

Since the effective stresses used in the tests had been obtained 
from numerical analysis the vertical deformations predicted by 
the numerical analysis and those from the element laboratory 
tests were compared. Figure 3 shows the vertical strain profiles 
and Figure 4 shows the vertical displacement profiles obtained 
from numerical analysis at the axis B22, B18, B23, B24 and B9. 
The profiles are obviously different since soil layer thicknesses 
differ from each other. It is clear that in sand pockets and clayey 
sandy gravels the strains are comparatively small and therefore 
do not contribute so much in the total settlements. On the other 
hand sandy layers give extra rigidity which in turn result in 
smaller displacements than otherwise expected without their 
presence.
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Figure 3. Vertical strain profiles at the axis B22, B18, B23, B24 and B9.
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Figure 4. Vertical displacement profiles at the axis B22, B18, B23, B24 
and B9.

The results o f triaxial element tests performed in the green 
and blackish clay specimens are given in Table la  and Table lb  
respectively.

Table la. Vertical strains determined from the green clay stress path test 
results.

Section Uy (mm) L (mm) e (%)

B22 9.69 107.16 9.042
B18 9.11 107.81 8.450
B23 19.40 105.68 18.360
B24 8.02 109.74 7.308
B9 7.25 105.74 6.860

Table lb . Vertical strains determined from the blackish clay stress path 
test results.

Section lly  (mm) L (mm) E(%)

B22 9.35 108.63 8.607
B18 10.24 106.20 9.642
B23 15.50 103.29 15.006
B24 8.45 113.35 7.455
B9 7.68 107.44 7.148

Figure 5a and Figure 5b shows the vertical strains obtained 
from the numerical analyses and test results as function of 
deviator stresses presenting a good agreement in both undrained 
and drained stages in green clay and blackish clay.
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Figure 5a. Vertical strains obtained from the numerical analyses and test 
results in green clay (-1.00 m).
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Figure 5b. Vertical strains obtained from the numerical analyses and 
test results in blackish clay (-12.50 m).
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The stress paths followed in the tests and obtained from the 
analyses are compared in Figure 6 a and Figure 6b for the axis 
B23 in green and blackish clay. During the undniined loading 
stage under increased deviator stress and decreased mean effec
tive stresses the path approaches the failure line. The rigidity in
creases as soon as the loading stage ends and consolidation 
starts.

Effective mean stress, p ' (kPa)

Figure 6a. The stress path followed in the test and obtained from the 
analysis for the axis B23 (-1.00 m).

Eflectivem ean s tre ss ,p ' (kPa)

Figure 6b. The stress path followed in the test and obtained from the 
analysis for the axis B23 (-12.50 m).

The estimated settlement o f layers from the tests and analyses 
are given in Table 2a and Table 2b.

Table 2a. Settlements obtained from the numerical analyses and test re
sults in the green clay

Section L (m ) Ptot (m) PmJyiii(m)

B22 11.0 0.58 0.66

B18 9.75 0.93 1.10

B23 4.00 1.79 1.91
B24 6.44 0.36 0.38
B9 5.00 0.27 0.31

Table 2b. Settlements obtained from the numerical analyses and test 
suits in the blackish clay

Section L (m ) pt=.(m) p«ulyrii(m)

B22 6.40 0.55 0.58
B18 7.50 0.72 0.77
B23 9.00 1.35 1.46
B24 4.75 0.35 0.39
B9 4.00 0.28 0.30

It appears that the ratio o f settlements obtained from the tests 
to the results of analysis changes between 87.8%-94.7% for 
green clay and between 89.7%-95% for blackish clay layers. It 
also seems to be interesting to compare these values with those 
of the actual field settlement measurements. The ratio o f the pre
dicted settlements from the test results to that o f the actual set
tlements are found to be 82.4%, 80.8%, 77.6%, 80.3% and 
79.9% for axis B22, B18, B23, B24 and B9 respectively.

3 CONCLUSION

In this study the vertical displacement o f soft soil deposits re
sulting from the earth fill loads are predicted by means o f nu
merical analysis and the laboratory stress path test and compared 
with those o f the actual field measurements. Despite the recon
structed soil samples used instead of undisturbed representative 
samples in the tests, approximately 80% o f the actual displace
ments could be predicted by utilising the stress path technique. 
The results o f numerical analysis and element tests were found to 
be in good agreement with an avarage o f 90%. These results ap

pears to be encouraging in the sense that the numerical analysis 
based on the appropriate soil data may provide a fair estimation 
o f the deformations and stress changes which are also essential 
in the application o f the stress path technique.

In the laboratory, only the vertical strains were measured and 
no attempt was made for lateral strains. Duration o f the testing 
also restricted the number o f test (10 for this investigation). It 
would have been preferable to test more samples representative 
o f other elevations and different axis o f the structures and meas
uring also lateral strains in order to reach a more general conclu
sion.
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